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SUBJECT :T^ALIFORNIA HOMEMAKERS ASSOCIATION^CHA) ;

(JL^ESTERN SERVICE WORKERS AS.S0CIATI0NCI(;WSWA) ;

/[Rational labor federationC/(*nlf)
^-•-domestic security
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Cefl Re SC teletypes, 11/
'20/82; SC teletype, 2/11/82.

^781, and l/z6/82; Bureau t

1/2^0/82; SC teletype, 2/11/82. captioned, "mknovm Grou]
Threat to Explode Thermo-Nuclear Device, Florida".

PII 10/30/81, extension granted, expired 4/2'

Enclosed for FBIHQ are seven copies of LHM set^tSTg
forth investigation conducted in this matter. Two of these
LHMs are designated for Bureau file 174-9097.

Sacramento was not able to obtain further information
concerning threat to explode Thermo-nuclear device, however
in light of person advising (Jf tBlS matter having worked for a
group which he stated as California Housing Association, it is
being mentioned in conjunction with investigation of CHA.

Sacramento is of the opinion that investigation has
not disclosed that cautioned group presents a current threat
to overthrow the gco^mmenk with violent means; nor is there
sufficient informataom Vhat grojw) is being ^i^iiejct^d^ by fopeign
nation or organizada.<»5^*e^ B /I fy >>. ' ' " '
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Sources referred to in LHM are as follows

telephone
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of Justice.

Office.

L

California State Department

Sacramento County Probation

telephone
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U.S. Department ofJustice

Federal Bureau of Investigation

Sacramento, California

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.
May 14, 1982

CALIFORNIA HOMEMAKERS ASSOCIATION (CHA)

;

WESTERN SERVICE WORKERS ASSOCIATION (WSWA)

;

NATIONAL LABOR FEDERATION (NLF)

This investigation was predicated upon information
in which she advisedresulting from a telephone call from^

that she had become a member of the (iaiitomia Homemakers
Association (CHA) and this is a front for Communist activity
towards the eventual overthrow of the United States government,

FBI Agents,
On MnvPTTihf.r 2, 1981, was interviewed by

b2
b7D

advised that she believed this CHA was a
self-help type organization that assisted people who were
down and out. She since found out that CHA is a front for
Communist activity and that the group has formulated plans
for an overthrow of the United States government which is
supposed to occur in approximately 27 months. She further stated
that the CHA has two offices in Sacramento, California, the
main office at 3500 Stockton Boulevard, and another office at
3714 Marysville Boulevard. She advised there is also another
office in Redding, California, and that this office recently
was busted for some kind of medical problem.

I I
further stated that the organization is

divided into approximately three levels. She states that the
entry level is where the organization utilizes peoples' services
on a volunteer basis to man different functions that are provided
by the CHA. This phase is used as a testing ground for people
to determine political orientation and suitability for movement
to the next level. She stated that people in the entry level

b2
b7D
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This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of
the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your
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your agency.
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CALIFORNIA HOMEMAKERS ASSOCIATION (CHA)

;

have no idea what the true purpose of the organization is. At
the second level, candidates, or cadre members, are taken to
training sessions in the Oakland, California area where they
are indoctrinated more into the true purpose of the organization.
The third level is the senior or planning and guidance level
within the organization.

I I She advised
that she has since gotten accepted to the second level, and
recently went to Oakland, California, to attend a higher level
meeting of captioned organization, which was is sued by
invitation only, and which according to |

~~| occur every f^^

other Sunday at different locations in the Oakland area. ^"

I advised that she believes that this particular meeting ^'^^

was on the second Sunday in August, 1981. She stated that b7D

at this meeting there were three speakers, one from Cuba, one
from Mexico, and one from Nicaragua, who she described as all
being Coimnunists. She stated that the Cuban individual was

b2

named r~ l and that he wore a Cuban military uniform,
consisting ot beret, boots, and an olive drab type Cuban uniform.

I
stated that especially concerning

_

he was brought in after all the people had been assembled and
was escorted out of the meeting early so that no one was able
to determine the nature or location of his departure.

b2
b6
b7C

] stated that they say the revolution will occur bVD
within 36 months, and that some of that time has elapsed. She
stated that they say, "We knew there was going to be violence",
so they were going to use it any way they could. She stated that
regarding weapons, they said, "If they needed weapons, they
already had them"

.

Some of captioned organization's docinnents refer to
group as Western Service Workers Association (WSWA) , CHA.
The office at 3714 Marysville Boulevard has also received mail
entitled, "Workers Community Service Center". Also leaflets
for a group called "Coalition of Concerned Medical Professionals"
are carried with the address 3714 Marysville Boulevard, Sacramento,
California, telephone 925-0400.

I I advises that the organization uses different
names for different locations, and that the national name is

b2
b7D



CALIFORNIA HOMEMAKERS ASSOCIATION (CHA)

;

"National Labor Federation" (NLF) . On the East Coast of the
United States they use Eastern Farmworkers-Association (EFWA)

.

r ladvised that the following individuals are leaders:

available
advised that there is a Marx-Engels reader

to tno'se people in level two and that is marked with
what should be read. She advised that important documents are
kept at members' house s . she knows for a fact that there are
important documents at I I house. | | stated
there are probably about 30 people at the cadre or level three,
and that these people meet secretly at different locations.

The people at the level three are also referred to
as ops, which is short for operations, and that one of the
Sacramento heads

,

another division.

b2
b6
b7C
b7D

recently was transferred to

b2
b6
b7C
b7D

^stated that she heard the comment made, "The
FBI thought they were smart. We're smarter than they'll ever
get to be"

.

On January 6 . 1982.
information concerning

!

information available to her regarding captioned organization

was recontacted for further
as well as additional

described|_ who was mentioned
as having been at the CHA meeting in Oakland, California, wearing
a Cuban military uniform, as being a Latin male.) |

b2
b6
b7C
b7D

said she would be
able to identify if she was to see a photograph. She further
advised that this individual did carry a gtin, which she described
as a machine gun type with a shoulder strap , and after looking
at several pictures of guns, said it most closely resembled an
M-2 paratrooper carbine. She said he was wearing a black beret,
and black paratrooper boots.

also advised that there is now a person in the
Sacramento area who is from South Africa, his name is

|
~1

(phonetic), last name unknown, and he is described as a black

b2
b6
b7C
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CALIFORNIA HOMEMAKERS ASSOCIATION (CHA)

;

male,
| J She

advised that he is anti-South African government and speaks
favorably about the Southwest African Peoples Organization
(SWAPO) . She describedl

b6
b7C

She advised that he is a student in Sacramento and
is here for the purpose of learning the skills of organizing,
such as those available at CHA, to take back to South Africa.

Additional information provided by [|
on

January 6, 1982, included a recent large meeting held at
California State University at Sacramento (CSUS) , which was
approximately two weeks ago on a Sunday. Those who had an
influential part in this mefeting were a Sacramento attorney
named |

b2
b6
bVC
b7D

advised that there is some kind of a headquarters
of NLF in Suffolk County, New York.

who she earlier
She

_
stated that

_

mentioned"] left Sacramento approximately one year ago .

advised she saw|
I ?

b2
b6
b7C
b7D

c ] advised another leader o f the Sacramento area
who disappeared to an unknown location is

advised that she remembers
sayxng, "If they want force, we have it, our Army is prepared.
If it takes ammunition, we have it".

[
advised that at the meetings, such as the

one at OaUiand and CSUS, they have two guards posted as
security outside the building, and two guards inside the
building. She advised that to her knowledge, they were not
armed, however they do wear coats even when the weather is warm.
She said that they do not let them know where a meeting is to
be held until such time as they are leaving to go to the meeting.
She was disturbed at this as she was not able to leave a contact

b2
b6
b7C
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CALIFORNIA HOMEMAKERS ASSOCIATION (CHA)

;

ntimber for a babysitter. She said there were from 300-400
people at these meetings.

On January 13, 1982, an investigator for
a local law enforcement agency, advised that their agency has
conducted an investigation regarding captioned group concerning
illegal drug prescriptions and other safety and health statutes,

advised that their investigation was close to conclusion
and no violations were apparent.

[provided a name of an individua l . who will
be referred to in this communication as

| | who mentioned
observing CHA members with M-16 rifles in June of 1979 at
Santa Cruz, California. I 1 appeared to be somewhat
doubtful as to the voracity of this information.

On February 22, 1982. | | a person in a position
to know, due to his employment, advised he is doing a
pre-sentence report on I

,

~1

who stated that his wife^
captioned organization.

J
told

was involved with

to get his wife nnt- of i-n-wn away from the group.
[

J he is trying

did not think that
authorities concerning the organization.

would be willine to talk to
told

that the group is a subversive group which advocates
the violent overthrow of the United States government,

On March 3, 1982, called the Sacramento FBI
Office and advised that the CHA is a subversive organization.
He advised that he and

| J
just joined and he believes it

is Communist.
|

advised he did not have a telephone.
Attempts to locate and interview [__ |were negative.

advised that it had been some time since he
had any contact with the WSWA. He stated that he is not
knowledgeable about any specific activities and is not aware
of any foreign control. He characterized this group as more
violence prone than the Ku Klux Klan and described them as
scavengers, waiting for things to go down so that they can
move in

.

advised that
.

the Legal Services of Northern California. [ ]stated
that when she first came to Redding, California, she had been

b2
b7D

b2
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b7C
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b7C
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CALIFORNIA HOMEMAKERS ASSOCIATION (CHA)

;

contacted by WSWA and requested to do volunteer work for them.
She said that because of her association with doctors and
pharmicists, she had been placed on a telephone to do solicitation
calling requesting free medical services and free medicine to
the "poor" . She stated that after she had attended a couple
of meetings, which she characterized as very radical in language, b6

b7C
1 She described them as individuals who

want to protest everything and to demonstrate. They are very ^^^
anti-establishment and she felt that they used mind control on
low income people. They would provide information to the poor
which the poor would relate to, and then continue to convince
them to see things the way the WSWA wanted them to believe.

Several months ago the Shasta County Sheriff's Office,
acting on a search warrant, confiscated many of the drug s which b2
the association was using. Following this raid,

| [
stated b7D

that she had been contacted by workers of the association and
threatened if she testified against them, they would do her bodily
harm. She claimed to have been followed in vehicles and by
individuals and to have been harassed by them.

She stated that she had not been allowed to see any
of the documentation for the organization, but estimated that
there were approximately 150 in Shasta County who were active
two years ago. She stated that probably there were no more
than ten leaders of the group.

stated that in the main office in Redding,
California, there is a locked room with some rifles and a "drawer
full" of hand guns. b2

]was aware of branches of the association in
b7D

Santa Cruz County, Berkeley, Sacramento County, and she heard
they were starting up last December in Fresno and Merced,
California. The group has a common direction and she was
aware of one Iranian on the board in Sahsta County who travels
all over the state. In addition to the names used by the group
in the title of this case, she advised they also use the
organization Hospital and Medical Personnel Association. These
names are used depending on who the group is talking to. When
a doctor is approached it is in the name of the Hospital and
Medical Personnel Association and when a lawyer is approached,
it would be under the WSWA name. Her description of the group
was that they were "very Third World". They talk about taking
over the establishment and their dogma is to promote anger
against the establishment or the rich. They do not trust anyone
in the establishment.
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CALIFORNIA HOMEMAKERS ASSOCIATION (CHA) ;

Normal wear for the leaders of the group are blue jeans,
an olive drab shirt and a blue sweatshirt with a zipper and hood.
This seems to be a uniform for the leaders in the organization.

In Shasta County, someone in the Welfare Department is
providing information to WSWA. Any families who have been
cut off welfare are immediately approached for recruiting
by the association.

advised that they charge weekly dues of 62 cents
per week. She felt there had to be some outside source of funds,
but had no knowledge of foreign funds or where any funds would
come from. The group actively recruits individuals who are
mentally retarded or are on assistance from SSI, and then pursuade
them to sign their checks over to WSWA in return for being
"taken care of" by the organization.

b2
b7D

In February, 1982,
^

U. S. Army reserve, assigned to a military intelligence unit,
advised Sacramento FBI of some information that was relayed
to him by a person described as I 1 last name unknown.
This information is provided with information co^iCLerning
captioned organization because of the fact that explained
that he had been volunteering as a canvaser for the California
Housing Association. There is no other information to show
a connection between information provided by and captioned
organization, and Sacramento is setting this information forth
with this in mind.

b2
b6
b7C
b7D

I I
advised that and engaged

in a conversation at the Weatherstone Coffee House in
Sacramento. California. Referring to a conversation that

~1 had about six months ago. I I stated that,
"You're right, there are foreign agents involved in some of
the liberal groups". asked him what he meant and he
explained a'i follows:

b2
b6
bVC
bVD

(1) He had been volunteering as a canvaser for the
California Housing Association, an Hispanic neighborhood group,
and a no -nuke group.

(2) He said there are several "professional organizers
trained in Cuba" who are involved in these and other groups,
"which he did not identify". He described them as highly motivated,



CALIFORNIA HOMEMAKERS ASSOCIATION (CHA)

;

very disciplined, and that they "worked 18 hours a day".

(3) For the first time he became aware of them at
a meeting which took place in Sacramento, California (not further
described)

.

(4) He said they talked about "importing a thermo-nuclear
device". He did not know from where, and he said that he did not
think they were too serious about this proposal.

(5) He said that they also mentioned "an operation
in Florida" . He explained a small group was planning to go to
Florida and blow something up with either a "thermite or a
regular explosive". He said they were planning to make the
explosion look like a "right wing group did it". He mentioned
an anti-Castro group and a pro-El Salvadorean government group
as the possible groups to blame it on. In this regard, he
mentioned they had the appropriate "uniforms" to make it look
like they (the right wing group in question) did it. I I said
they talked very seriously about it and he believed them.

about
I dpRpribpH I I aa a verv bright Caucasian of

b2
b6
b7C
b7D

a nice person and was quite frightened about what he recently
learned about "professional agents" operating in these groups.

C
advised he would contact the FBI if he obtained

any more infnrrpation or if he again saw
could identify

b2

so that Sacramento ^^
b7C
b7D
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UNDER ATTORNEY GENERAL GUOLINES FOR DOMESTIC SECURITY

INVESTIGATIONS-, WHETHER SUFFICIENT PROBABLE CAUSE EXISTS TO

CONVERT THIS MATTER TO A FULL FIELD DOMESTIC SECURITY

INVESTIGATION.

NEW YORK AND NEWARK SHOULD PROVIDE RESULTS OF ALL

INVESTIGATIONS REGARDING CAPTIONED MATTER NOT PREVIOUSLY

PROVIDED TO PHILADELPHIA IN SUFFICIENT TIME TO ALLOW

PHILADELPHIA TO PREPARE A COMPREHENSIVE LETTER HEAD MEMORANDUM

TO ARRIVE AT THE BUREAU ON OR BEFORE JULY 11 IIBS. IT IS

REQUESTED IN ORDER TO MEET THIS DEADLINE THAT NEWARK AND

NEW YORK PROVIDE THEIR INFORMATION TO PHILADELPHIA NO LATER

THAN JUNE Ifii nfi5.

PHILADELPHIA'S SUBMISSION SHOULD INCLUDE RECOMMENDATIONS

REGARDING FURTHER INVESTIGATION OF THIS MATTER.

BT
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.NOTE: THIS DOMESTIC SECURITY LiniTED INVESTIGATION IS PREDICATE!)
^

ON A PREVIOUS INVESTIGATION OF THE CAPTIONED SUBJECT UNDER THE

FCI, GU:iDLi.NESn T% DE-TERniNE UHETHER ESUA DAS AN ORGANIZATION

SERVING'A^S a' FRONT-FOR THE CPUSA- INVESTIGATION CONDUCTED BY

NKt PH AND>,NY COUID'sHOU NO POSITIVE LINK BETWEEN THE CPUSA AND

THfi''|l:SliJA AND 4,CC':0RDINGLY A LiniTED DOMESTIC SECURITY INVESTIGATION

IS BEING OPEN€l. '
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REBUREyiTEL TO PHILADELPHIA, NEWARK AND NEW YORK, DATED

APRIL 19, 1982.

PHILADELPHIA HAS ALREADY RECEIVED ALL INVESTIGATIVE RESULTS

FROM NEW YORK CONCERNING CAPTIONED MATTER. NEW YORK IS CO^DuCT^NG

,/ . / /
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STERN SERVICE WQRKER '.S .AS20.CIATlBit^.SmJ../

This communication is classified "Se^et"
in its entirety unless otherwise indicated. \ ^

.A
Re: Bureau teletyR.^ to Philadelphia,

dated 1^/19/^2/.

Philadelphia/ airtel to the Bureau,
dated 4/12/82.

Limited investigation authorized 4/12/82,
to expire 7/11/8..

l(X]-q^b?KQ~
Philadelphia Division has been provided

with all information available to Newark at this time,
with the following exceptio

SoM)/

^82, afi a

-H-

On 4/26 and 4/28/82, afi anonymous caller
contacted the Piscataway Resident Agency and provided the
following information regarding captioned organization.
It is noted however that while the caller's identity is
not known, during the initial telephone message on 4/26/82,

CLAS
REASO
DATE

^ - Bureau
2 - Philadelphia
1 - Newark
JDL/tcw
(5)

sgismET
IeTd and EXTENDED
FOR EXTMsION FC
REVIEW fAr DECLA

3366
, 1-2.4.2: 2&3
ATION: 6/4/2002

Approved: Transmitted
(Number) (Time)

JUN 11 1982
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NK 100-57^07

the anonymous caller requested the lead agent In PIRA
by name.

The caller stated that he had learned of
captioned organization through a friend who holds member-
ship in that organization. He stated however, that he has
on occasion "sat in on" meetings of that group in New
Brunswick, N.J. These would be attended by approximately
10 to 15 people. Only first names were used during these
meetings

.

The caller stated that this organization does
succeed in obtaining donations from a variety of individuals.
Some of these donations are used to help poor people who have
material needs. In this regard ESWA is in contact with
prominent individuals such as doctors and attorneys. The
caller advised that ESWA frequently receives individuals who
are in financial need as referrals from the local welfare
office. The above mentioned acquaintance of the caller who
is an active ESWA member, was one such referral. This individual
reportedly received a. ibook concerning Karl Marx from ESWA
officials.

The caller went on to describe this organization
as "100? communist" and has learned that ESWA is planning
"something big" within the next 24 months. The caller does
not know what is meant by "something big". The caller stated
that he has heard this statement made himself at ESWA meetings
and has heard unspecified individuals state "We are going to
take over". The caller denied having knowledge of any plans
for "taking over" or for violence. in this regard.

The caller was unable or unwilling to provide last
names of individuals he had met through ESWA, however, did
provide the following descriptive data on four individuals
who were described as leaders of the New Brunswick, N.J., chapter:
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The caller advised that ]lnu alsoE
land was described as being

Naune
Race
Sex
Age
Hair
Build
Miscellaneous

Name
Race
Sex
Age
Hair
Miscellaneous

Name
Race
Sex
Age
Height
Build
Hair

White
Female

]lnu

I Ilnu
White

c LNU
White
Male

b6
b7C

The caller advised that
j
LNU ls[_

and that he is constantly active in performing tasks of the
ESWA organization.

Asset stated that individuals from ESWA chapters
in various cities across U.S. held a meeting on 5/2/82, at an
unknown location in Bronx, N.Y. The caller advised that he
has leairned from his acquaintance, who is a member of ESWA,
that these meetings which are held periodically are normally
all day affairs. He was told further that uniformed armed
guards control access to these meetings.

The anonymous caller went to advise that on at
least one occasion he heard

^

control in this country then people realize".
LNU state "We have greater
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No additional information is available regarding
captioned organization at this time.
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TO: DIRECTOR, FBI
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SUBJECl/T^EASTERN SERVICE WORKERS ASSOCIATION^ ESWA) /
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DOMESTIC SECURITY
(00:PH)

Re Bureau teletype to Philadelphia 7/lr81.
Philadelphia airtel and LHM to Bureau 4/

Enclosed for the Bureau are six copies of
and for Newark and New York, one copy for information pi&rposesf

\ "

Limited Domestic Security Investigation initiMrSd
4/12/82, to expire 7/11/82.

Investigation conducted by the Philadelphia Divi\^ion
during this limited investigation time period tends to veri
information previously furnished to the Bureau in referenced
Philadelphia airtel/and LHM, and that furnished by the New York
and Newark Divisio]|^^'i It should be noted that both Newark and
New York, have clod"^/their cases on captioned organization.
Philadelphia has beerf jfenable to obtain any information on any
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' violent type activities planned by captioned organization, or

.*;.< any specific information regarding their planned overthrow of
^'* the U. S. Governiriient; however, all discussions of violence have

originated in New York.

Philadelphia is requesting a 90 day extension of this
liittited investigation of captioned organization and UACB limited
investigation will expire 10/8/82.

The reason for the extension is to ena:ble Philadelphia
to conduct the following investigation:

1

.

Contact previously established informant to attend
group meetings who has recently been invited to serve on
advisory committee of ESWA.

2. Contact the Philadelphia Police Department who
is conducting an investigation on ESWA, and who recently have
interviewed the owner of 1518 South Street, headquarters of
Philadelphia ESWA.

3. Conduct further established source checks to determine
if any relationships exists between the ESWA and any violence
prone groups.

^J0if.

-2^
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U.S. Department of Justice

Federal Bureau of Investigation

In Reply, Please Refer to Philadelphia , Pennsylvaftia
File No.

July 8, 1982

EASTERN SERVICE WORKERS' ASSOCIATION
NATIONAL LABOR FEDERATION;
DOMESTIC SECURITY

Extension of limited investigation.

Preliminary investigations were previously conducted
by the New York and Newark Offices of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI) because of allegations that the Eastern
Service Workers' Association (ESWA) /National La;bor Federation
(NLF) has been connected with the Communist Part of the United
States of America (CPUSA) . Investigation determined that ESWA/NLF
is not part of the CPUSA, but as a result of those preliminary
investigations, serious questions were raised concerning the
potential for Violence by the ESWA/NLF.

During the course of a limited domestic security
investigation on the ESWA/NLF, the Philadelphia Office of the FBI
has obtained the following information:

The Philadelphia Chapter of the ESWA/NLF is currently
3x)^ated,^jjt,„1518c:aQath^^^ telephone number
T2T5rT45^9055. This is the official numBeFUhich is published
in the Philadelphia White Pages Telephone Directory. A previous
office located at 1701 North 42nd Street, Philadelphia, Pa., was
recently closed. The property located at 1518 South Street is

The Philadelphia Chapter is currently under eviction notice from
]as they owe $1,000 in back rent. They are currently

•attempting to solicit contributions from various Philadelphia City
Council members. and State Representatives to cover their rent.
The ESWA is also attempting to organize another branch in the North
Philadelphia area of the city.

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are
not to be distributed outside, ypjin^gensy^
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The organization has offices located in Atlantic City,
Trenton, and New Brunswick, N.J. Additionally, offices are
located in Long Island, N.Y.

The ESWA is an organization oriented towards providing
social reform and assistance programs for the poor. They claim to
provide emergency housing , dental care , and food programs . They
additionally claim to provide legal aid and medical care for the
poor. Classes are held at 1518 South Street relating to obtaining
public housing and public assistance problems. These programs are
paid for by soliciting for contributions on street corners, and
through contacts with city officials for donations to help the poor.

A review of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania Corporation
Bureau Records reflected no information on ESWA/NLF.

The Philadelphia Chapter is composed of the following
members

:
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THe Philadelphia Chapter appears to have about nine
full-time members, and claims to have over 3000 members nation-
wide. The purpose of the ESWA appears to be oriented to providing
emergency care to the poor; however, also conduct speaking
engagements in churches and workshops at their office, where
they discuss creating changes in the U. S. Government. Indoc-
trination classes continue to be held at an unknown location in
New York City on communist idealogy with emphasis on Chinese and
Cuban communism. These classes are conducted under military
guard. Classes are also held at the National Labor Federation
College in North Jersey.

The leaders continue to mention they have a 24 month
timetable for the overthrow of the U. S. Government, and expect
the overthrow to occur by the poor people, similar to the
Bolshevik Revolution in the Soviet Union. No specific actions
are known ; however , there has been discussion that several
members have been involved in para-military training. Attempts
to determine specific plans for the violent overthrow of the
U.S. Government were met by the leaders that this was a closed
matter, and not open for discussion.

Philadelphia has no information at this time that
would indicate the ESWA is connected with any other domestic
group. Investigation has also determined that the ESWA did not
participate in any demonstrations with the Democratic National
Conference held in Philadelphia, Pa., from June 25 - 27, 1982.

On April 26 and April 28, 1982, an anonymous caller
contacted the Newark Office of the FBI, and stated as follows:

The caller stated that he had learned of the ESWA
through a friend who holds membership in the organization. He
stated, however, that he has on occasion "sat in on" meetings
of that group in New Brunswick, N.J. These would be attended
by approximately 10 to 15 people. Only, first names were used
during these meetings.

The caller stated that this organization does succeed
in obtaining donations from a variety of individuals. Some of
these donations are used to help poor people who have material
needs. In this regard, ESWA is in contact with prominent individ-
uals such as doctors and attorneys. The ESWA frequently receives
individuals who are in financial need from the local welfare
office.

-3-
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The caller went on to describe this organization as
"100 percent communist", and has learned that ESWA is planning
"something big" within the next 24 months. The caller does not
know what is meant by "something big". The caller stated that
he has heard unspecified individuals state, "We are going to
take over." The caller denied having knowledge of any plans for
"taking over", or for violence in this regard.

The caller stated that individuals from ESWA Chapters
in various cities across the U. S. held a meeting on May 2, 1982,
at an unknown location in Bronx, N.Y. The caller advised that he
has learned from his acquaintance, who is an ESWA member, that
these meetings which are held periodically are normally all day
affairs. He was further told that uniformed armed guards control
access to these meetings.

The caller went on to advise that on at least one
occasion, and ESWA member said, "We have greater control in this
country than people realize"

.

An extension of this limited investigation is required
to determine if the ESWA has the potential to commit acts of
violence, and to determine if any relationship exists between any
known violence prone groups and the ESWA.

_4*_
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Date

DIRECTOR, FBI

[\dy{M* SAC, PHILADELPHIA (100-56279) (SQl^) (C

ECT: ^EASTERN SERVICE WORKERS ASSDCIAJI?
CpJATIQJSMtO^dR FEDERATIONCjiiL|T

i

DOMESTIC SECUJRITY
'"""

'

'

00: PHILADELPHIA

ESWA.)/ ycik.
l^r,

Re Bureau routing slip to gKiladelphia, 10/8/82; Phila-
delphia airtel and LHM to Bureau, 7/7/82.

Enclosed for the Bureau are six copies of an LHM, and for
Newark and New York, one copy for information purposes.

/

Limited Domestic Security Investigation^, init
with extension to expire 1/6/83. "

—

"'

Investigation conducted by the Philadelphife ^Imslon „

the limited investigation time period of 7/12/82 tbrojagh 10/9/82,
is contained in the attached LHM. Based upon information provided
by Philadelphia confidential sources and the Philadelphia Police
Department, the Philadelphia Division does not feel ESWA warrants
further investigation under the domestic security guidelines.
ESWA does not appear to be involved in any activities that relate
to a planned overthrow o^ the U. S. Government, and there have been
no discussions of violence or planned violent activities. Further-
more, Philadelphia has bjfeen unable to ascertain any relationship
between the ESWA and vidlem
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Investigation has tended to support the contention that
the ESWA is an organization oriented toward providing social reform
and assistance programs for the poor. They attempt to pzx)vide
emargency housing, dental care, and food programs. The Philadelphia
Chapter of ESWA contains approximately ten active roerabers who appear
to be extremely active in reaching the above goals.

The Bureau should note that all discussions of violence,
or association of the ESWA v^ith known violence-prone groups, have
come from the National Labor College in New York City. The Phila-
delphia Chapter appears to be fighting for their financial survival.
Investigation will be reinstated immediately if any information comes
to -che attention of the Philadelphia Division that the ESWA is
involved in matters under the domestic security guidelines.

Sources mentioned in the enclosed LHM are as follows

:

Confidential Source

b6
b7C

Known to the Bureau

Known to Philadelphia

- 2*
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

^

U.S. Departaient#"'tice

Federal Bureau of Investigation

4

Phxladelphia, Pennsylvania

November 8, 1982

EASTERN SERVICE WORKERS' ASSOCIATION (ESWA)/
NATIONAL LABOR FEDERATION (NLP)

;

DOMESTIC SECURITY

During the course of a lindted domestic security investiga-
tion on the ESWA/NLF, the Philadelphia Office of the Federal Bureau
of Investigation (FBI) has obtained the following information:

The Philadelphia Chapter of the ESWA/NLP is currently
located at ^ 151 8 South_S_treet / Philadelphia^ PA, telephone number
(215) 545-9055. The Philiaelphia-ampler^is oriented toward pro-
viding legal and welfare advice, emergencfy food and clothing, and
non-emergency dental care. The ESWA is also actively interested in
organizing unrecognized non-union workers, primarily blue collar
service workers.

Confidential Source of known reliability, who
is in a position to know, furnished the following information:

Source originally came in contact with the ESWA in July,
1982, when he met | [

of the
Philadelphia group! Source advised the ESWA is a volunteer service
organization, oriented to organizing domestic and service workers.
Every Wednesday, classes axe held at ESWA on the history of the
labor moveirent. Additionally, ESWA operates on a sporadic basis
the National Labor College (NLC) in New York City. The NLC consists
of workshops related to discussions on how to organize unrecognized
workers not covered by the National Labor Relations Act. The NLC
saso deals with the history of the Cuban revolution of Fidel Castro,
and how to organize workers for a revolution. The NLC has been
held at Saint John the Evangelist Church on 21st Street, between

b2
b6
bVC
b7D

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the
FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its con-
tents are not to be distributed outiside your agency.

-^i:x-4-
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t
ix-fck and Seventh Avenues. Breaklvn. NY. ^ one NLC meeting.

I
forinerly associated

with the Ministry of Health of Nicaragua and a Sandinista, was the
guest speaker. The location of NLC is supposed to be confidential,
and security gusurds are present who wear United States (U. S.)
style military uniforms.

The ESWA continues to discuss a planned "revolution"
originally set for February 16, 1984; however, the date has been
changed to an unknown date. The Philadelphia Chapter operates
canvassing drives for new meitibers, and continues to ejcpound on
their new plan to help poor people relating to food, clothing,
legal advice, and dental care. The owner of the building at
1518 South Street has taken legal action to have ESWA evicted due
to non-payment of rent. The Philadelphia Chapter consists of the
following active meinbers^

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
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Source reported he attended another NLC meeting helc
August 29, 1982, at Our Lady of Mercy Church, 680 Stone Avem

'

Brooklyn, NY. i^proximately 150 people were in attendance,/and it
lasted from 2:00 P.M. until 1:00 A.M. About 20 people fr;^ the
Philadelphia area attended, including

(phonetic) , described as a Hispanic male with

[mentioned the ESWA has ties with the
Teamsters Union and the Irish Republican ArrtQf (IRA) . No further
discussions were held regarding these contacts.

The Philadelphia Chapter of ESWA continues to conduct
classes on the labor movement and solicit donations. The money
collected is used for the emergency benefits for poor people.
Most of the Chapter members reside at ESWA headquarters. Chapter
members have also contacted City of Philadelphia politicians in
the past attempting to solicit donations, and to insure adequate
food, clothing and shelter for poor people.

The Philadelphia Chapter has not discussed any planned
violent activities. The group continues to expound on the philos-
ophy of Fidel Castro and Karl Marx at their labor discussions.
The Philadelphia Chapter does not appear to be associated with any
known violence or terrorist groups.

Confidential Source ] of known reliability

b6
b7C

and in a position to know, furnished the following information:

of the ESWA has been attempting to solicit
various churches in the Philadelphia
states the ESWA is sua organization that
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ESWA/NLF

provides free dental exams, lawyers' services through the Coalition
of Concerned Legal Professionals # and other basic services for poor
people. Source has icet l l of ESWA,
and both have denied any political affiliation or any idealistic
orientation. Source was invited in August. 1982. to attend a
meeting at ESWA headquarters in which

] |

the Eastern Farm Workers Association/ and the National Labor Feder-
ation, would speak. He declined this invitation. Source was told

I ytas involved in organizing workers at the I. M. Young
CovapaxiYi Suffolk County, Long Island, NY.

Source mentioned that about three to four years ago, a
cease and desist order was filed by the Commonwealth of Pennsyl-
vania on the organization because they were not registered with
the State as a charitable organization. | |

told Source
this problem was cleared up; however. Source knows that they are
not on the list of State charitable organizations.

Source could furnish no information on any violent
activities or use of firearms by the ESWA.

_ 4*
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.

did admi#* s|ie heard one member talk about the overthrow of the
b6 Government because rich people are in charge, but was unable to
b7c provide any details since she never heard o£ or participated in

any activities of tflais type. Continmed contact has not been kej^t
withi I

Investigation by the NYO to date has not been able to
disprove that the ESWA is oriented toward helping the. migrant farm
workers who in the NY area are mainly located in Suffolk County.
Membership is found to be approximately 12-15 individuals with
recruiting aJLmed at young adults attending Strong Brooke
College in Suffolk County, NY.

Investigation will be reinstated immediately if any
information comes to the attention of the NYO that the EVifA is
involved in matters \mder the Domestic Security guideline!.

-2-
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UNITED STATfeS DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

federatL bureau of investigation

New York , New York

b6
b7C

Eastern Service Workers Association
(ESWA)

MlWOWnONCOWTMKEi National Labor Federation (NLF)

^,„ l|
^^Fl^^^^ Domestic Security

During the course of a limited Domestic Security investigation
of the ESWA/NLF, the New York Office (NYO) of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI) has obtained the following information:

The New York Chapter of the ESWA/NLF has offices presently
located at 58 Beaver Dam Road, Bellport, Long Island, New York (NY)

;

(212) 286-8004 and at 76 West Main Street, Riverhead, Long Island,
NY; (212) 727-9380. The philosophy and beliefs professed by the
New York Chapter of the ESWA is apparently centered on helping
migrant farm t^orkers, low income families, and non-unionized blue
collar workers obtain food, medical care, clothing and housing.

Contact was established with the Suffolk County Police
Department, which provides police services for the two ESWA locations
on Long Island, NY. The Intelligence Unit of the Suffolk County
Police Diepartment advised that their information shows the ESWA to
be a group aimed at helping migrant farm workers and the poor. The
Suffolk County Police Department further reported that there has
been no complaints against the ESWA, nor any criminal activities
observed or their members suspected of such activity.

Additional information was received from a former member
of the ESWA, I Ihad been involved with the
ESWA over a six year period

|

'

advised that during her membership she participated in only three
demonstrations , did not participate in any violent or criminal
activity, nor did she know of any such incidents.

| j
stated

her motivation to join the ESWA was to help the poor and,

which was in line with her Christian religious beliefs,
was able to provide the following membership information*T

loo'^'^hm-^l
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of
the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) . It is the property of
the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not
to be distributed outside your agencj

^
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Eastern Service Workers Association/National Labor Federation

ESWA-Bellport

b6
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ESWA-Riverhead

Additional investigation at the NYO, which is the office
of origin for the investigation into the October 20, 1981 /Brink's
Armored Car Robbery, has not revealed any cpxmection between the
ESWA and the various radical groups involv^ in the NYROB incident.

-2"-.
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May 16, 1983
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Judge Webster TTdS affkeia me to tfiank yoii Tor your

recent letter and kind comments regarding the work of the

Bureau. Your interest in writing is certainly appreciated.

If you have information which you believe would fall within

the investigative purview of the FBI, you may wish to furnish

it to a representative of our office located at Gateway 1,

Market street, Newark, New Jersey 07102,

Sincerely,

y*

Bailed lb

y AY 1 ?
i

Roger S. Young
Assistant Director in Charge
Office of Congressional

and Public Affairs

c
iiJ

-ExSiTtOTraSr

Ex.e AD Inv. ,

Ex.e AD LES .

AHt. Oil.:

Adm. Sarvs, .

Crim. Inv. _
Id.nt.

lewark - Enclosure ""T ( :>
Jttention SAC: Bufiles contain 'lio identifia
egarding correspondent.

Correspondent wrote regarding the

information

(Tlastern Service

imp. _
Int.ll. .

Lob. _
U.go) Ceun. ..

OH. C<me. &

Public Affl.

R.c. Mjnt.

Tach, Serve. _

Training „

NOTE _ - . „

Workers Association- which Buf iles indicat'e is aTFIlTated
wTETfTRe" Natio^rjal Labor Federation and is the subject of a
closed^Irviir^K^Security investigation. (Bufile 105-293232).
-He ind^^^Cft^es that he was a former member; however, he l-feftP

when-^f^^became clear the aim of the group was violent revo-
;lutioi<^^na a Marxist government in America. He indicatesWrOf 231^
that the information he has to furnish is limited. Letter

•-^ cr^3r^r*"'tsa

Telephontt Rni, _
DIraictor's Soc'y .

reviewed by SaF

;CAM:km|, (4)

MAIL ROOM [S-'' ^'i.

Intelligence Division.
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Dear Director Webster,

parsed at the recent ne,w

There is good/^i€w&€(Br^s#0a?^ this, s

I was very

rules that the Bureau has recieve4« __

WM^
about two years ago, I joined the Eastern Service Workers,

ESWA, and attended some 50 or so meetings. After six months,

I 'grew very dis-satisfied with their Marxist philosophy,

especially since they told me, at "national" meetings, that

they are convinced violence is the only way to bring about

their revolution, and to that end, they have stored arms and

munitions, and harbored ex-Weathermen and members of other

far-Left groups into an "Armed Paction".

As an old lefty, I was in sympathy with/

their anger at unemployment and poverty. But as their plans

were revealed to me, I saw that the group I dealt with was not

just another political party, but a fanatical group, whose ultim-

ate aims are nothing less than violent revol-u-ti-on, and a Marxist

government in America. IQui^^QO^' c>\_J5

Their danger lies in their secret status, and

their clever use of American's generosity—they collect over $5

million dollars every year, by posing as a Mutual Benefits Organ-

ization, and promising to attain status as a labor union, as to

"organize the tinorganized" . With the gradual decline of many

areas of organized labor, this threat may become very real.

For the past year and some months, I have

been sending anonymous letters to civic and religious groups,

and local government leaders, exposing the nature of ESWA and

other arms of the National Labor Federation, or NATLFED. But ^.

.

this has been risky, and costly; I have travelled over 600 miies

posting letters in this time, and spent about 1900. While I have

done this of ray own free will, and will continue to do so, I would

appreciate any help any private citizens could send me, f
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I've t»een in contact with Sen.

who deserves a great deal of credit. I "be-

lieve, as the Senator does, that public awareness is one very-

good way to slow the growth of this group, and others like it.

The larger these domestic Parties grow, the more difficult it

may be to deal with them in the future, as they use the un-

informed mass membership to "help" them in their strategy, and

many hundreds or thousands of people may become unwitting &upes

of The Party, and may pay severely when their plans for violence

become reality.

The evidence that I am offering is lim-

ited, for I saw no guns, nor was introduced to anyone admitting to

being a wanted fugitive. I have only my experiences, over many

months, meeting with perhaps 20 or 30 "Cadre" and "Commisars"

of The Party. But I believe the data I was given was accurate

—

why should officers of the Provisional Party tell me and others

of guns and ordnance they posess, unless these weapons actually

exist;!?
In addition, I was told that active

recruitment of aimed foBces personell was in progress, and steps

were being taken to contact federal workers who have access to

atomic materials, and workers and scientists in nuclear and wea-

pons research! The danger of this activity is obvious..

In closing, I want to congratulate you and

other Bureau members for the efforts you have made. I only hope

we are able now to follow through-, and bring the full weight of

federal law enforcement to bear against the danger that these

domestic groups pose to our nation.

Good night, Judfee Webster,

God Bless America
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